




1.  What did you feel went well in this class session? 
 

The goal of this particular class session was to have students understand the basic 
building blocks of a simulation model within a new software environment that is unfamiliar to 
them. I felt the entire class went well. Specifically the class seemed to be engaged in the lecture 
as most students were attentively following along on their computers as I introduced different 
aspects of the simulation software. In addition students did not seem afraid to stop me and ask 
questions if they needed further explanation, and fortunately I was able to answer all of their 
questions thanks to my previous experience with the software package. I also felt I did a good 
job of explaining how I have used simulation in both industry and research, and I believe the 
students appreciated me linking what they were learning in class to potential uses in the real 
world. 
 
2.  What would you like to change about this class session if you had to teach it again? 
 
 If I was able to teach this exact lecture over again, one thing I would do is pay careful 
attention to my habit of introducing a large overall concept but then getting sidetracked on small 
details that are not really important until later in the semester. As I show the students the 
different features of the simulation software it is difficult for me not to digress and mention other 
small and possibly confusing details because I know these details will be important later. 
However, the students are being introduced to simulation as a concept and to a new software 
package in this class, and when I get sidetracked on these small details it seems to confuse the 
students more than it helps them see ahead to future important concepts. In addition, if I could 
teach this lecture again I would record everything I did on the computer screen and post it to the 
course website for the students to review in case they missed some of the details we went over in 
class. I can tend to move quickly and being able to watch me do things over again would 
reinforce the important concepts. 
 
3.  In the light of the observer’s comments, what aspects of your teaching approach will you look  
     at changing in the future?  How will you do this? 
 

Dr. Wilson seems to have noticed the same thing that I have noticed after teaching class 
several times: It is very difficult for me to introduce students to Arena for the first time because I 
have so much experience with it, and this often leads to digressions to minor points that I spend 
too much time talking about. I need to change my approach to these lectures where we introduce 
the simulation software for the first few times. My current approach involves trying to show the 
students different aspects of the software without actually building any kind  model, just 
explanation. An alternative approach would be to just start building with a very simple model 
and expand upon it. Building a simple model will help me focus on only using the most basic 
building blocks, and it will provide a plan for me to get into the important details over time 
instead of jumping around and possibly confusing the students. Feedback from Dr. Wilson also 
suggests this might be a better approach. 
 
4.  What have you found useful/not so useful about the observation process? 
 

The observation process is useful because it allows me to get feedback from an 
experienced professor in the field of simulation. While Dr. Wilson's teaching style is somewhat 
different than mine, we both share the same goals, and I have taken pieces of his teaching style 
and incorporated them into mine. This was not the only case of Dr. Wilson observing my 



teaching, he is there nearly every time I teach the class. When he is in class on unofficial 
observation he may even chime in with a comment or two to reinforce a concept I may have 
brushed over too quickly. I have found that I learn something whether I observe Dr. Wilson or he 
observes me, which leads me to conclude that the observation process is beneficial for both the 
instructor and the observer. One's teaching style and philosophy are living documents, meaning 
they are changing over time with each new teaching or observation experience. The observation 
process can be a tool for helping me discover how my teaching style and philosophy have 
changed over time. 
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